Taking Initiative; Enough is Enough

Facilitated by Joe Wills, Public Affairs and Publication

Wednesday, April 28
Noon -1pm
BMU 210

As this semester’s Conversations on Diversity programs have made all too clear – and as recent events in Chico on and off campus have reminded us – we are awash in a culture of violence. At times our efforts to stem the tide can seem futile. What can one person do? How can you resist being accustomed to it, numb to it or even attracted to it? What would it mean for you to truly speak your truth when it’s unpopular, inconvenient, or even dangerous? If you choose to act against sexism, racism and violence in other forms, how do you cope with the anger, cynicism and loneliness that might result, and support yourself and others like you?

Please join us for a discussion about taking action. All unfashionable ideas, confusing feelings and imperfect solutions welcome. We will have an opportunity to share with each other what we do, what we want to do, and what resources are out there to take a stand against violence.

Bring your lunch and join us!

Contact The Office of Diversity at 898-4764 for more information